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Abstract— Actual generation process requires the working of 

many components of the power system in tandem to 

maximize the output. One of the main components to form a 

major part is the reactive power in the system. It is required 

to maintain the voltage to deliver the active power through 

the lines. Loads like motor loads and other loads require 

reactive power for their operation. To improve the 

performance of ac power systems, we need to manage this 

reactive power in an efficient way and this is known as 

reactive power compensation. Reactive power can be best 

described as the quantity of “unused” power that is developed 

by reactive components, such as inductors or capacitors in the 

AC circuit or system. In a DC circuit, the product of “volt-

amps” gives the power consumed in watts by the circuit. 

However, while this formula is also true for purely resistive 

AC circuits, the situation is slightly more complex in a AC 

circuit containing reactive components as this “volt-amps” 

product can change with frequency. There are two aspects to 

the problem of reactive power compensation: load 

compensation and voltage support. Load compensation 

consists of improvement in power factor, balancing of real 

power drawn from the supply, better voltage regulation, etc. 

of large fluctuating loads. Voltage support consists of 

reduction of voltage fluctuation at a given terminal of the 

transmission line. Two types of compensation can be used: 

series and shunt compensation. These quite satisfactorily do 

the job of absorbing or generating reactive power with a faster 

time response and come under Flexible AC Transmission 

Systems (FACTS).   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Power Generation and Transmission is a complex process, 

requiring the working of many components of the power 

system in tandem to maximize the output. One of the main 

components to form a major part is the reactive power in the 

system. It is required to maintain the voltage to deliver the 

active power through the lines. Loads like motor loads and 

other loads require reactive power for their operation. To 

improve the performance of ac power systems, we need to 

manage this reactive power in an efficient way and this is 

known as reactive power compensation. Reactive power can 

be best described as the quantity of “unused” power that is 

developed by reactive components, such as inductors or 

capacitors in the AC circuit or system. In a DC circuit, the 

product of “volt-amps” gives the power consumed in watts by 

the circuit. However, while this formula is also true for purely 

resistive AC circuits, the situation is slightly more complex 

in a AC circuit containing reactive components as this “volt-

amps” product can change with frequency. There are two 

aspects to the problem of reactive power compensation: load 

compensation and voltage support. Load compensation 

consists of improvement in power factor, balancing of real 

power drawn from the supply, better voltage regulation, etc. 

of large fluctuating loads. Voltage support consists of 

reduction of voltage fluctuation at a given terminal of the 

transmission line. Two types of compensation can be used: 

series and shunt compensation. These modify the parameters 

of the system to give enhanced VAR compensation. In recent 

years, various power electronic devices are also used for the 

same and these devices are called as FACTS (flexible ac 

transmission) devices such as TCR (Thyristor controlled 

reactors), TSC (Thyristor switched capacitor), TCR-FC 

(Thyristor controlled reactor with fixed capacitor) and static 

VAR compensators like (STATCOM). These quite 

satisfactorily do the job of absorbing or generating reactive 

power with a faster time response and come under Flexible 

AC Transmission Systems (FACTS). This allows an increase 

in transfer of apparent power through a transmission line, and 

much better stability by the adjustment of parameters that 

govern the power system i.e. current, voltage, phase angle, 

frequency and impedance. This project is mainly about 

Reactive power compensation using FACTS devices under 

non sinusoidal condition. The FACTS device used in this 

project is static VAR compensator (STATCOM). We first did 

a literature review on Reactive power, various reactive power 

compensation techniques and their working and some basic 

concepts involved under non-sinusoidal condition such as 

basics of Fourier transform, Harmonics, working of 

Harmonic filters, Synchronous Rotating Frame (SRF) theory 

and study of non-sinusoidal condition using P-Q theory 

which are explained in depth in the following chapters. We 

performed various simulations in the MATLAB Simulink 

and analysed the waveforms for both single phase and three 

phases and also for both sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal 

conditions and verified the result. 

II. NOMENCLATURE 

TCR               -       Thyristor controlled reactor 

TCSC             -       Thyristor controlled series capaitor 

STATCOM    -       Static compensator 

III. WHAT IS REACTIVE POWER? 

Reactive power is the power that supplies the stored energy 

in reactive elements. Power, as we know, consists of two 

components, active and reactive power. The total sum of 

active and reactive power is called as apparent power. 

In an inductive circuit we know, 

The instantaneous active power to be: P = Vmax 

Imax cosωtcos(ωt − θ) 

The instantaneous reactive power is given by: Q = 

(Vmax Imax)/2×sin θ×sin2 ωt 

Where: 

 p = instantaneous power  

 Vmax = Peak value of the voltage waveform  

 Imax = Peak value of the current waveform 
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ω = Angular frequency = 2πf where f is the 

frequency of the waveform.  

 t = Time period  

θ = Angle by which the current lags the voltage in 

phase 

From here, we can conclude that the instantaneous 

reactive power pulsates at twice the system frequency and its 

average value is zero and the maximum instantaneous 

reactive power is given by: 

Q = |V| |I| sin θ 

The following figure shows the power triangle 

which is very useful in understanding the concepts of active 

power, reactive power and apparent power. 

 
Fig. 2.1: Power Triangle 

From the above power triangle we can see that AC 

circuits supply or consume two kinds of power: active power 

and reactive power. Also, active power is never negative, 

whereas reactive power can be either positive or negative in 

value so it is always advantageous to reduce reactive power 

in order to improve system efficiency. 

The zero average does not necessarily mean that no 

energy is flowing, but the actual amount that is flowing for 

half a cycle in one direction, is coming back in the next half 

cycle 

IV. NEED FOR REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATION 

In a practical power system network the voltage at different 

busses are different. When a particular bus is heavily loaded 

then the voltage at that bus is less than the sending end 

voltage, and similarly when a bus is lightly loaded then the 

voltage at that bus increases more than the sending end 

voltage (Ferranti Effect).In other words we can say if the 

power generated at the source is more than the power 

consumed then the voltage at the receiving end increases due 

to Ferranti effect and if the power generated at the source is 

less that the power consumed then the voltage at the receiving 

end decreases. We can say that these variations of voltages 

are due to the reactive power consumed and generated in the 

system. Thus the reactive power in the system should be 

controlled such that the voltage variation of the system is 

below permissible limits. If the reactive power of the system 

is not adequately controlled then the voltage at different 

busses increases beyond permissible limits causing serious 

voltage collapse leading to sever disruption in flow of power. 

Thus providing adequate reactive power to the system is the 

must process for maintaining the voltages of the bus within 

permissible limits and this process is called as reactive power 

management of reactive power compensation. 

V. VARIOUS REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES 

Various methods used for compensating reactive power in the 

transmission line as mentioned as follows: 

1) Reactive power compensation using series capacitor. 

2) Reactive power compensation using shunt capacitor. 

3) Reactive power compensation using synchronous 

condenser. 

4) Reactive power compensation using shunt reactor. 

5) Reactive power compensation using power electronic 

(FACTS) devices. 

The first four methods mentioned above are the 

conventional methods adopted for reactive power 

compensation since years which will be discussed briefly in 

this chapter and the fifth method is the modern technique used 

now a days. 

Reactive Power Compensation Using FACTS 

Devices: 

The reactive power compensation using FACTS 

devices can be broadly classified as follows: 

A. Series compensation: 

In series compensation, the FACTS is connected in series 

with the power system. It works as a controllable voltage 

source. Series inductance exists in all AC transmission lines. 

On long lines, when a large current flows, this causes a large 

voltage drop. To compensate, series capacitors are connected, 

decreasing the effect of the inductance. 

The schematic diagram and the phasor diagram of 

the series compensation are as shown: 

 
Fig. 1: Phasor Diagram of the Series Compensation 

FACTS for series compensation modify line 

impedance: X is decreased so as to increase the transmittable 

active power. However, more reactive power must be 

provided 

P = 
𝑉2

𝑋−𝑋𝑐
 sin (𝛿) 

Q =  
𝑉2

𝑋−𝑋𝑐
 (1- cos𝛿) 

Some of examples of series compensation: 

- Static synchronous series compensation (SSSC) 

- Thyrister controlled series capacitor (TCSC): A series 

capacitor bank is shunted by a thyristor-controlled 

reactor 

- Thyristor-controlled series reactor (TCSR): a series 

reactor bank is shunted by a thyristor-controlled reactor. 

- Thyristor-switched series capacitor (TSSC): a series 

capacitor bank is shunted by a thyristor-switched reactor 

- Thyristor-switched series reactor (TSSR): a series 

reactor bank is shunted by a thyristor-switched reacto 

Examples of FACTS for series compensation (schematic): 
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Fig. 2: Schematic Diagram of Compensation using 

TCSR/TSSR 

B. Shunt compensation 

In shunt compensation, power system is connected in shunt 

(parallel) with the FACTS. It works as a controllable current 

source. Shunt compensation is of two types: 

1) Shunt capacitive compensation 

This method is used to improve the power factor. Whenever 

an inductive load is connected to the transmission line, power 

factor lags because of lagging load current. To compensate, a 

shunt capacitor is connected which draws current leading the 

source voltage. The net result is improvement in power factor. 

2) Shunt inductive compensation 

This method is used either when charging the transmission 

line, or, when there is very low load at the receiving end. Due 

to very low or no load, small current flows through the 

transmission line. Shunt capacitance in the transmission line 

causes voltage amplification (Ferranti effect). The receiving 

end voltage may become double the sending end voltage 

(generally in case of very long transmission lines). To 

compensate, shunt inductors are connected across the 

transmission line. The power transfer capability is thereby 

increased depending upon the power equation 

 Reactive current is injected into the line to maintain 

voltage magnitude. Transmittable active power is increased 

but more reactive power is to be provided. 

P = 
2 𝑉2

𝑋
sin(

𝛿

2
) 

Q = 
4 𝑉2

𝑋
(1 − cos(

𝛿/2

2
)

 

Fig. 3: Schematic Diagram of Shunt Inductive 

Compensation 

Some of the examples of shunt compensation are as follows: 

- Static synchronous compensator (STATCOM); 

previously known as a static condenser (STATCON) 

Static VAR compensator (SVC). Most common SVCs are: 

- Thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR): reactor is connected 

in series with a bidirectional thyristor valve. The 

thyristor valve is phase-controlled. Equivalent reactance 

is varied continuously. 

- Thyristor-switched reactor (TSR): Same as TCR but 

thyristor is either in zero- or full- conduction. 

Equivalent reactance is varied in stepwise manner. 

- Thyristor-switched capacitor (TSC): capacitor is 

connected in series with a bidirectional thyristor valve. 

Thyristor is either in zero- or full- conduction. 

Equivalent reactance is varied in stepwise manner. 

- Mechanically-switched capacitor (MSC): capacitor is 

switched by circuit-breaker. It aims at compensating 

steady state reactive power. It is switched only a few 

times a day. 

 
Fig. 4: Schematic Diagram of FACTS for Shunt 

Compensation 

1) Reactive power compensation in single phase source 

using MOSFET 

 

 
Fig. 5: Graphs Showing Line Compensation in Single Phase 

Source. 

2) Simulation of reactive power compensation with 

rectifier load (Diode Bridge): 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:FACTS_series_compensation1.PNG
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Fig. 6: Graphs Showing Line Compensation in Non 

Sinusoidal Load Condition 

3) Simulation of reactive power compensation of 

controlled rectifier load (thyristor-bridge): 

 

 
Fig. 7: Simulation result of reactive power compensation of 

controlled rectifier load. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

The above fig. shows the results of sending end 

current and voltage in different scope so that we can clearly 

analyse that the voltage and current are in phase. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Thus we illustrated how to compensate reactive power using 

FACTS devices (STATCOM) using MATLAB simulink. We 

know that different types of schemes are employed for 

different type of loads. As we learned for a simple constant 

load the voltage across capacitor of the inverter remains 

constant so we only compare the reference current with the 

actual current and then generate gate pulse of the switches 

through relay and logic gates. But if the load is Non-

Sinusoidal and variable viz. controlled rectifier then the 

capacitor voltage does not remain constant thus we generate 

the reference current by comparing the voltage across 

capacitor with reference and then comparing that current with 

actual and generate gate pulses accordingly. We can also see 

from the results that we can effectively compensate reactive 

power using this scheme but it increases harmonic content.. 
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